Evaluating diagnostic accuracy of Ovarian instant frozen sections compared to delayed paraffin embedded permanent sections
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Abstract

Introduction: Frozen section is mainly performed to determine malignity, so it is of fundamental importance to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of frozen sections performed for each group of tissues in order to reduce false diagnoses, unnecessary surgeries and following unwanted complications. This study is conducted to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of frozen section performed on ovary tissue compared to permanent sections.

Materials and Methods: In this retrospective study, we evaluate frozen sections performed at Taleghani hospital pathology department in five years and their results were compared with permanent sections’ results to calculate sensitivity, specificity, negative predictive value and positive predictive value. In cases which results were discordant, we check for probable reasons.

Results: 83 species were evaluated from patients with a mean age of 42.9 years; the smallest was 19 and the oldest was 86 years old (Std. dev: 12.84). 75 cases of frozen sections were benign (90.4%) and 8 cases were malignant. 73 cases of permanent sections were benign (88%) and 10 cases were malignant (12%). Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value rates were 66%, 100%, 100% and 96.55% respectively.

Conclusions: This study shows the importance of cooperation between pathologist and surgeons that they can prevent unnecessary surgeries. In our study the only cases of discordancy were borderline tumors and the diagnostic accuracy for all other species were perfect.
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Introduction
William H Welch was the first who applied the frozen section as intra-operative consultation at the last years of the previous century at John Hopkins University. Wilson and McCarty modified frozen section later in 1905 at mayo clinic (1,2).

Importance of frozen section is when surgeons need pathologic information of patient’s specimen urgently and while the patient is still under anesthesia and on the operating room table and surgeons are not able to wait at least two days for permanent (paraffin) section to be fixed and ready. The result of frozen sections will be delivered to surgeons by phone or hospital intercoms to decide about continuing the surgery, type of surgery or extent of surgery (3). It is evident that how much frozen section is effective on surgeon’s decisions and it shows pathologist’s vital impact on surgeries that have specimens for intra-operative consultation (4-7).

Frozen section is requested by surgeons for various intents like assessment of tissue type, assessment of margins, assessment of lymph nodes metastasis, sufficiency of specimens for histology and assessment of malignity or generally in other words mainly to manage patients in the operating room. Frozen section should never be used to satisfy surgeons curiosity, compensation for diagnostic faults before surgery or a way to give information earlier to patients (3,4,8).

Diagnostic accuracy of frozen section is dependent to the anatomical site of specimens so it is of fundamental importance to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of frozen sections in different anatomical sites to know in which type of tissues frozen sections are more reliable and should be used (9).

Evaluating diagnostic accuracy of frozen sections could be used to decrease faults by knowing their origins. In recent studies, the diagnostic accuracy of frozen sections reaches great levels but the most frequent reason for discordancy between frozen and permanent section is still false negative diagnoses that can lead to difficulties for patients (4,7,10). False positive diagnoses lead to unnecessary surgeries and some probable complications afterwards (11); all of these can be attributed to the importance of continuous evaluation of diagnostic accuracy of frozen sections and efforts to make it better that could decrease unwanted surgeries (4,10).

Materials and Methods
In this study, we retrospectively evaluate all frozen sections performed on ovarian specimens at Taleghani general hospital during a four year period. Frozen sections’ results were extracted from patients’ files and were all imported to Microsoft Excel software. We compare frozen sections’ results with permanent sections as the gold standard to calculate diagnostic accuracy. Data were analyzed by IBM SPSS statistics 25 and sensitivity and specificity were calculated by MedCalc software. Reasons for requesting frozen sections by surgeons were also studied; at the final step, we check for origins of faults and discrepancies between results to decrease them in future.

Results
We evaluated 83 ovarian specimens performed at Taleghani Hospital between 2014 and 2018. The mean age for patients was 42.9; the youngest one was 19 years old, and the oldest was 86 years old (STD dev: 12.84)(Figure 1).

Out of 83 frozen sections, 8 were malignant (9.6%), and 75 were benign (90.4%). Out of 83 permanent sections 10 were malignant (12%), and 73 were benign (88%).

In evaluation concordance between frozen sections and permanent sections, 60 cases were concordant (2.74%),2 were discordant (2.74%), and in 21 cases the final results were deferred to evaluating the permanent section. Both two discordant cases were borderline ovarian tumors and were due to pathologist diagnostic fault.

In assessing reasons for requesting frozen sections by surgeons 11 cases were requested for assessment of margins (13.3%),53 cases for definite histology diagnosis(63.85%), 17 cases evaluating malignity (20.5%) and 2 were for diagnosing tissue type(2.4%). In our study sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value were: 66.66%, 100%, 100% and 96.55% respectively.

Discussion
This study shows the result of cooperation between surgeons and pathologists. To have a
more reliable test for patients who are on the operating room and need a prompt diagnosis, pathologists should prepare specimens accurately and evaluate specimens carefully to avoid false diagnoses. It is of fundamental importance for pathology centers or hospitals to evaluate their diagnostic accuracy and find origins of faults, and by eliminating them reach a better diagnostic accuracy. in our study, both two discordant cases were borderline ovarian tumors. Since we have few numbers of malignant cases, these two discordant cases make a sharp decline in sensitivity of frozen sections in our study but, if we ignore these two cases in our calculation all rates reaches 100% that shows perfect diagnostic accuracy for frozen sections in ovarian specimen compared to Permanent sections as the gold standard.

**Conclusion**
Specificity of frozen sections in our study is calculated 100% that shows frozen section could diagnose all benign or negative specimens and having a 100% positive predictive value means that no patient with a positive or malignant frozen section has a negative or benign permanent section. Both two discordant cases were due to pathologist’s error so that diagnostic accuracy could be promoted further by more care by pathologists. In recent studies with a similar subject, the discordance rate differs from 2.4% to 12.5%. In our study, the discordance rate was 2.4 that is in the lowest point of the domain (12-18).
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